Comparison of Y-receptor subtype expression in the rat hippocampus.
The mRNA expression patterns for the Y1, Y2, Y4 and Y5 receptor subtypes have been compared at a cellular level within consecutive coronal sections of rat hippocampus, using a uniform method of in situ hybridisation. All four receptor subtypes show different levels and patterns of expression. The Y5 receptor mRNA is most abundant and most widely distributed (CA3 > DG approximately = CA2 approximately = CA1). Numerous Y5 mRNA-expressing neurons are also observed in the dentate gyrus polymorphic layer, while several positively-labelled neurons are detected in the molecular layer and in the stratum oriens. The Y2 receptor displays lower hybridisation signal relative to the Y5, although the expression pattern is similar. Moderate levels of Y1 mRNA expression are detected in the pyramidal cell layer of CA3-CA1 fields. However, only 20% of dentate gyrus granule neurons express Y1 receptor mRNA. In contrast, Y4 receptor mRNA is much less abundant, only small subpopulations of Y4 receptor expressing neurons are detected within the dentate gyrus and the CA3 to CA1 fields. This differential Y-receptor subtype expression pattern indicates specific and separate roles for these receptors in hippocampus processing, which may prove important in dysfunctional states, such as epilepsy and Alzheimer's disease.